1. Summary. M. D. MacLaren and G. Marsaglia [2] have proposed to mix two pseudo-random number generators in the following way: The first generator is used at the beginning to fill an array with pseudo-random numbers; whenever a random number is needed, the second generator determines which element of the array is to be used and replaced by a new number from the first generator. In this sbudy, only one generator is utilized for both purposes; moreover, the generator chosen (a Fibonacci sequence) is by itself a rather poor one. Nevertheless, the final sequence of pseudo-random numbers passed all statistical tests applied to it, including x2-tests of the maximum and minimum of two to ten succeeding numbers and tests applied to sequences immediately following a small number or two almost equal ones.
2. Shuffling a Fibonacci Sequence. A Fibonacci sequence mod 2k is defined by On+i = an + On-i mod 2k .
For our purpose, one has to assure that at least one of the starting values, a_i and a0, is odd; otherwise any numbers a_i and a0 may be chosen, e. g., the sum of part of the computer storage. Under such a sequence, an array of 16 storage locations is initially filled with ai, a2, • • •, «i6. Thereafter, whenever a random number is needed, two new Fibonacci numbers, am and dm+i, say, are computed. Four digits of am determine one of the 16 storage locations. The number in that location is used as the random number, and Om+i is stored at that location. This generator is reasonably fast (though not quite as fast as a congruential generator), it may need a few more storage locations than other generators, but it passed all statistical tests to be described now, while with congruential or mixed congruential generators serious dependencies have been observed (M. D. MacLaren and G. Marsaglia [2], M. Greenberger [1] ).
The following x2-tests have been performed on 12,800 sequences of 10 pseudorandom numbers: uniform distribution of the first number in each sequence by dividing the unit interval into 16 and into 128 parts; joint distribution of the first two numbers by dividing the unit interval into 8 parts; joint distribution of the first three numbers by dividing the unit interval into 4 parts; distribution of the maximum, and of the minimum, of the first 2, 3, • • •, 10 numbers by dividing the unit interval into 16 parts in such a way that each part has probability 1/16 under the null hypothesis of uniform distribution and independency of the original numbers.
All these tests have been repeated nine times. In the first three runs, successive sequences of 10 numbers each have been used. In the runs 4 to 6, pseudo-random numbers have been generated until a number less than 0.1 has been found; the next ten numbers have been used for the tests. In the last three runs, two succeeding numbers differing by less than 0.01 have been required for using the following ten numbers. In none of these tests significant departures from the null hypothesis have been detected. Out of all 198 x2-values, 11 fall below the lower 5% level (4 of them below the lower 1% level) while 3 exceed the upper 5% level (none of them the upper 1% level). Table 1 gives for some of these tests the probabilities of exceeding the observed x2-values. Testing all 198 probabilities on uniform distribution between 0 and 1 by dividing the interval into 10 equal parts yields X92 = 13.2 which is below the upper 10% level (14.7). A comparison of the three sequences of three runs each reveals no peculiarities.
These results agree with those of M. D. MacLaren and G. Marsaglia who used an array of 128 numbers and two congruential generators, one to determine a location in the array and the other to refill this place. 
